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There are five oceans in the world. These five oceans are really just one big ocean. The continents separate the oceans.

The Pacific Ocean is the largest. (It) covers almost half of the earth. (The) Pacific is the deepest ocean. It (is) also the stormiest one. The Pacific (lies) next to the west coast of (North) and South America. It is a (warm) ocean.

The Atlantic Ocean is the (second) largest. It has the most coastline. (It) also has the saltiest water. The (Atlantic) lies between Europe, Africa, and the (Americas). It borders the East Coast of (the) U.S. It extends between the (Arctic) and Antarctic.

The Indian Ocean is (the) third largest. It is mostly south (of) the equator. The Indian Ocean touches (four) continents.

The Arctic Ocean is sometimes (called) the North Polar Sea. Some people (consider) this ocean to be part of (the) Atlantic. It is filled with ice. (It) is the smallest of the world's (oceans). It is also the shallowest. The (Arctic) Ocean lies next to the state (of) Alaska.

The Antarctic Ocean is larger (than) the Arctic Ocean. It is sometimes (called) the South Polar Sea. This ocean (is) made up of the southern waters (of) three other oceans. The Antarctic surrounds (the) continent of Antarctica. It is filled (with) ice just like the Arctic Ocean.
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There are five oceans in the world. These five oceans are really just *(the, of, one)* big ocean.
The continents separate the *(this, stormiest, oceans).*
The Pacific Ocean is the largest. *(It, Covers, Consider)* covers almost half of the earth. *(Has, The, Warm)* Pacific is the deepest ocean. It *(is, east, pacific)* also the stormiest one. The Pacific *(mostly, lies, west)* next to the west coast of *(south, North, up)* and South America. It is a *(one, americas, warm)* ocean.
The Atlantic Ocean is the *(there, second, separate)* largest. It has the most coastline.
*(Surrounds, It, Southern)* also has the saltiest water. The *(Atlantic, smallest, three)* lies between Europe, Africa, and the *(Americas, larger, also).* It borders the East Coast of *(atlantic, north, the)* U.S. It extends between the *(Arctic, four, lies)* and Antarctic.
The Indian Ocean is *(some, made, the)* third largest. It is mostly south *(south, to, of)* the equator. The Indian Ocean touches *(shallowest, four, alaska)* continents.
The Arctic Ocean is sometimes *(a, five, called)* the North Polar Sea. Some people *(really, u, consider)* this ocean to be part of *(oceans, continents, the)* Atlantic. It is filled with ice. *(It, World, Ocean)* is the smallest of the world's *(ice, these, oceans).* It is also the shallowest.
The *(other, shallow, Arctic)* Ocean lies next to the state *(of, just, third)* Alaska.
The Antarctic Ocean is larger *(than, and, big)* the Arctic Ocean. It is sometimes *(earth, are, called)* the South Polar Sea. This ocean *(called, arctic, is)* made up of the southern waters *(world's, the, of)* three other oceans. The Antarctic surrounds *(people, waters, the)* continent of Antarctica. It is filled *(deepest, water, with)* ice just like the Arctic Ocean.